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foreign policy after the cold
The biggest challenge the world faces is a desperate lack of trust. It might
be the right time to look for new crucial points on the global map where
senior leaders can meet with ease

stand up to china and putin? foreign policy at heart of germany vote
Thousands of holidaymakers are preparing to head overseas when the ban
on foreign leisure travel is lifted in England and Wales on Monday. Travel
firms have reported a surge in demand for trips to

the world today resembles the cold war years – but smaller states are
becoming evermore powerful
Today a major international meeting sees Brazil's left meet with
representatives from China to discuss the way out for a continent that has
suffered constant, deadly interfrence from US imperialism, r

thousands set to fly overseas as ban on foreign holidays is lifted
Washington is waiting for Boris Johnson to realise that he needs a
constructive strategic partnership with his European neighbours
the guardian view on foreign policy after brexit: growing pains
China was one of the main areas of discussion as Dominic Raab hosted his
counterparts for a first summit since the pandemic hit.

why progressive forces in latin america oppose the us cold war
against china
Beast/Roman Cieslewicz/David Pollack/Corbis via GettyThe conclusion of
World War II brought with it unprecedented economic power for America. It
was in this respect a golden age for the United

coronavirus measures in place as g7 foreign ministers meet
The recent violence displayed in the Capitol, towards the end of Trump’s
administration, has offered a brief glimpse of the violence around the world
caused by America’s interfering foreign policy.

the good, the bad, and the ugly about cold-war america
JAMAICA has always stood firm on assertive and enlightened leadership in
our foreign policy and principles in forging our international diplomatic
relationships. Central to these principles has been a

confronting the west’s colonial foreign policy
China's Ministry of Commerce Mei Xinyu blamed the deteriorating
relationship on the 'wildness of Australian politicians' and accused the
country of having a 'Cold War mentality'.

jamaica needs foreign policy direction
Green and CDU party leaders pick their sides in race to replace Merkel as
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a leaked interview that the elite Revolutionary Guards had more influence in
foreign affairs and Tehran's nuclear dossier

china blasts 'insane' australia for dumping victoria's belt and road
deal and whines about the 'wildness' of scott morrison as it cuts off
all economic talks
Unrest there sparked wider battles, and could draw the Biden
administration more deeply into the longstanding Israeli-Palestinian conflict
even after this latest seismic eruption abates. That's a

khamenei criticises iran's foreign minister over leaked remarks
The greenback fell on Friday, following worse-than-expected US data. Retail
Sales showed no growth in April, down from 10.7% in the previous month,
while the core reading fell 1.5%. Also, the

israeli-palestinian conflict gives biden foreign policy headache
Israeli airstrikes on Gaza City flatten three buildings and kill at least 23
people on Sunday — An AP reporter documents the terrifying final minutes
of leaving the Gaza office before it is blow up by

forex today: sentiment hurts the greenback
Star Refrigeration has been named as a main event partner of Climate
Change Week, a free online event organised by the Cold Chain Federation,
the voice of the UK's temperature-controlled logistics

the latest: deadliest single attack in latest gaza conflict
Perhaps more than at any time in the post-World War II era, a president’s
ability to succeed at home will determine his success abroad.

star refrigeration participate at the cold chain industry's first
climate change week event
AUSTRALIAN military bases could be hit by long-range Chinese missiles in
revenge for supporting Taiwan, Beijing propaganda warns. It comes as
experts say Australia’s vast north is mostly

the biden administration's domestic approach to foreign policy
America’s top diplomat Antony Blinken has rejected claims the US is
entering a cold war with China during a visit to London to discuss with G7
counterpart. In an interview with Financial Times editor

australia told to prepare for chinese bombing raids on air bases after
beijing threatens long-range missile strikes
Pope Francis has denounced the “unacceptable” spiral of violence between
Israel and the Palestinians, saying the deaths in particular of children was a
“sign that they don’t want to build the future

blinken rejects claims of ‘cold war’ between us and china
I spent six weeks in Portugal last summer as the U.K. government
announced its former travel corridor policy. I didn’t stay that long because I
couldn’t travel anywhere else. I stayed because I loved

the latest: rights group urges icc to probe israeli attacks
There was widespread public criticism of Transport Minister Gamini Lokuge
after he saw to the lifting of Covid-control to be leaning in that direction —
watching the government’s policy-making and

8 reasons portugal is the perfect place to visit
EUR/USD has recovered its bullish potential but needs to break above
1.2181. The EUR/USD pair advanced on Friday, as dismal US data cooled
tightening expectations and put the greenback under selling
eur/usd forecast: inflation speculation leads the way
Lord Bamford pulled JCB out of the business lobby group in 2016 over its
anti-Brexit stance, and in 2017 called it a “waste of time”

the days of low and odour!
FGN12 US-GOOGLE-H1B Google leads US tech giants' effort to support
work authorisation for spouses of H-1B visa holders Washington: Google
is leading a determined effort by US tech giants to

jcb chief rejects invitation to rejoin cbi after brexit row
Iran's supreme leader on Sunday criticised its foreign minister, who said in

following are the top foreign stories at 2000 hrs
Australia Strategic Policy Institute's Dr John Coyne said Australia needed to
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increase its military capabilities in the north of the country amid
'unpredictable' threats from countries such as China.

holiday companies with the best flexible covid-19 policies
Government aims to bring forward around 25 Bills in next year, including
one that could be used to spring a snap election

warning australia needs to beef-up its military presence in the
country's north to respond to china
It's a busier week ahead on the economic calendar. Private sector PMIs will
draw plenty of interest late in the week. Geopolitics will also be in focus in
the week.

queen’s speech 2021: boris johnson's key policy pledges revealed
Mark Drakeford's cabinet will agree which restrictions to lift next when
ministers meet on Monday for the first time since Labour's Welsh election
win. Allowing pubs and restaurants to serve customers

the week ahead – economic data, central bank policy meeting
minutes, and geopolitics in focus
The Protagonist is trying to save the world from "what could have been" in
Christopher Nolan's Tenet. But by upholding a doomed status quo, is he
actually making things worse?

covid: drakeford set for covid talks after welsh election win
A year into the Covid-19 pandemic, the global economy faces an everincreasing risk of balance of payments crises’. In fact, 2020 already saw a
record seven sovereign debt defaults by Argentina,

tenet: is the protagonist the real villain?
From FCDO advice to traffic lights changing from green to amber, Which?
reviews the best Covid-19 flexible booking policies
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